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TRANSPORTATION
As a result of growth in central Texas over the past 
couple of decades, Buda has consistently seen an 
increase in traffi c, not only along the Interstate 
corridor, but also along its own street network.   This 
element provides a comprehensive analysis and 
recommendations regarding transportation issues to 
accommodate the current and future transportation 
needs for the City of Buda.

Ultimately, transportation’s goal is to provide access, 
but how we get there is  described by mobility.  In 
other words, where you are going, and how you 
are getting there.  A good transportation system 
provides balance between accessibility and mobility 
to create effi ciency in the movement of people and 
goods.  

But accessibility and mobility are subjective topics.  
You can’t just lay down pavement between two 
points and call it a day.  Depending on the situation 
the solution will change drastically.  That’s why we 
have different scales of roadways, like freeways, 
parkways, and even alleys (see Street Hierarchy: 
A Functional Classifi cation System).  Additionally, 
mobility can change depending on the mode of 
travel.  Mobility for a car travelling 20 miles is 
vastly different than that for a bicyclist going 3 
miles.  Furthermore, land use, destinations, and 

accommodating various transportation modes all 
impact the way we look at transportation and 
what makes it effi cient and effective.

In recent years, the impact that roadways have 
on the character and context of an area has 
been more widely recognized.  As a result, there 
is increased attention to designing roadways 
in a way that either minimizes the impact on or 
enhances the character of the adjacent properties.  

Buda 2030 recommends a multi-modal approach 
to transportation issues that refl ects the desired 
character of the community.  Multi-modal means 
that it considers not only facilities for automobiles, 
but also included plans for transportation for 
bicycling, walking, public transit, and movement 
of freight.  The other part of the Buda 2030 
transportation element is improving the way 
transportation impacts the character or context of 
an area.  In other words, transportation is “context 
sensitive”.  This element overlaps signifi cantly with 
the Land Development Plan and Character Policies 
to protect and create neighborhoods, corridors, 
and districts with unique characteristics.

Street Hierarchy: 
A Functional Classifi cation System

Functional classifi cation is the process by which 
streets and highways are grouped into classes 
according to the character of service they are 
intended to provide.  The street function or 
classifi cation will impact the roadway design.

Arterials move large volumes of traffi c 
between major destinations.  Arterials 
prioritize mobility over accessibility in order 
to provide the highest level of service at the 
greatest speed for the longest uninterrupted 
distance, with some degree of access control.  

Collectors provide the transition from arterials 
to local streets.  Service is at a lower speed 
for shorter distances by “collecting” traffi c.  
They typically connect residential areas, local 
shopping centers and destinations and move 
traffi c over shorter distances.  Collectors try to 
balance mobility and accessibility.

Local streets include all roads not defi ned as 
arterials or collectors.  These streets provide 
access to properties, typically residential or 
local destinations.  Local streets prioritize 
accessibility over mobility.

Arterials and major collectors are considered 
primary roadways. Minor collectors and local 
streets are considered secondary roadways. 

Many communities have developed more 
complex hierarchies of their street network to 
include different types of roads within each 
broader classifi cation, with slight variations to 
mobility and accessibility.

Adapted from Flexibility in Highway Design, US DOT, 
Federal Highway Administration, http://www.fhwa.
dot.gov/environment/fl ex/index.htm

Interstate 35 Corridor 
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Overview of  Buda’s Roadway Network
Buda was established as a relatively rural town in Hays County 
and, as such, the roadway network was established to serve the 
rural community and agricultural uses.  Until recently, the road 
network served Buda; however, as the city has grown in recent 
years, these roads have become ineffi cient in carrying the 
traffi c associated with that growth. 

Established along IH 35, Buda has 
easy access to Austin and San Marcos.  
Several farm-to-market roads extend 
outward from IH 35 and connect to 
downtown Buda and other areas 
around Buda.  The more highly traveled 
roads include: FM 2001, North Main 
Street (Loop 4), FM 967, FM 2770, and 
FM 1626.  Additionally, there are other 
roads that are accessible to/from IH 
35, but are not as heavily used.  These 
include Goforth Road, Hillside Terrace, 
Turnersville Road, Trimble Road, and 
South Main Street (Loop 4).  Traffi c 
tends to concentrate on these roads 
because they have a crossing over or 
under the interstate.  With proximity to 
both Austin and San Marcos, traffi c in, 
out, and through Buda travels in both 
directions.  With only two crossings 
of IH 35 – at North Loop 4 and FM 
2001 – traffi c concentrates on these 
two roadways to access areas east and 
west of the interstate corridor.  This also 
forces heavy truck traffi c that is either 
coming from the south or heading north 
to use Main Street North to access 
the cement plants and other industrial 
businesses on FM 2770.  

Because of the congestion pressure at 

these points, improvements are currently being made to the 
underpass at Loop 4/Main Street, and TXDOT has completed 
an overpass on the south side of town that connects Trimble 
Road and Hillside Terrace.  The bridge improvement at Trimble 
Road/Hillside Terrace provides trucks with more direct access 
to their destinations, and also disperses commuters and local 
traffi c among two access points to east and west Buda.

Additionally, as the City has grown in population, traffi c on 
these roadways has increased; however, many of the roadways 
have not been improved to accommodate the increase in traffi c.  
Many are still narrow, curb-less roads with limited capacity.  
The Transportation Master Plan (discussed earlier in this report) 
identifi es roadways that need to be improved with added lanes 
to handle more capacity.  Many of these roads have also been 
constructed with a material that cannot handle the wear and 
tear associated with the increase in traffi c Buda is experiencing.  
Improvements to these conditions should be made as roadways 
are improved and expanded in the future.

Currently, the City of Buda maintains approximately 35 miles 
of streets.  The City does not maintain the interstate or other 
county roads, which are maintained by TXDOT and Hays 
County.  Because many of the arterials are managed by an 
entity other than the City, the City is largely dependent on 
these entities for improvements – including the timing of those 
improvements.  Coordination between the City and Hays County 
or TXDOT is imperative to seeing timely improvements to the 
arterials that are becoming more and more congested.

Pedestrian Network
Sidewalks are an important component in ensuring safe walking 
in Buda.  The City of Buda, through its development regulations 
and UDC, has required the construction of sidewalks within 
its newer residential neighborhoods, providing pedestrian 
connections between parks, schools, and homes.  The UDC 
requires sidewalks on one side of local streets, and on both 
sides of collectors and arterials.  

REGIONAL ROADWAY CONTEXT
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A larger challenge is providing safe and welcoming 
pedestrian access to other destinations such as shopping 
areas, or destinations along major collectors or arterials.  
Here, the issue is a combination of the perception that the 
roadways are not safe to walk along as well as a design 
issue of overcoming that perception and creating a place 

to walk that is safe from vehicular traffi c.  Along arterials 
and collectors, the minimum sidewalk width is 6 feet, a width 
suffi cient for two-way pedestrian traffi c, but not for a mix 
of users (such as bicycles).  Other design considerations 
along these roadways should include landscaping between 
the sidewalk and roadway to create a stronger sense of a 
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barrier, as well as enhanced crosswalks at driveways for 
shopping centers or commercial uses.

Bicycle Network
A bicycle network is typically a combination of both on-
street and off-street facilities that carry bicycle traffi c.  
According to Buda’s UDC, the primary function of a bikeway 
is to carry bicycle traffi c.  The Austin TCM also outlines 
requirements for bicycle facilities, both on street and off-
street trails.  Buda has approximately 4 miles of trails in its 
parks, but currently has no on-street bicycle facilities such as 
bicycle lanes.  

The UDC identifi es three classifi cations of bikeways, and the 
type that is required based on the street classifi cation.  The 
bikeway classifi cations are:
* Type I Off-Road Bikeway or Bicycle Path – Type I 

Bikeways are used primarily for recreational purposes. 
Intersections with roadways should be minimized.

* Type II Bicycle Lane – Type II Bikeways are located 
within the vehicular roadway and in the outside lane 
and are intended for the preferential or exclusive use 
of bicycles. Typically, Type II Bikeways should not be 
used on roadways which allow parking unless designed 
to accommodate both uses.

* Type III Bicycle Compatible Street – Type III Bikeways 
are streets that do not have dedicated bikeways. 
Neighborhood and residential collectors often 
accommodate both vehicular and bicycle traffi c with 
no extra width requirements. Nonresidential collectors 
and arterials will require additional width in the outside 
lanes of the roadway to safely accommodate both 
cyclists and commuters.

Recent Transportation Planning Efforts 
and Improvements
As discussed earlier in the Introduction chapter, City of 
Buda adopted a Master Transportation Plan in 2006, 
which identifi ed needed roadway improvements to the 
area’s arterial system in order to keep up with capacity 
demand and prioritized those improvements.  Since this 
plan’s adoption, there have been signifi cant improvements to 
Buda’s arterial network, including realignment of FM 2001; 
changes to the direction of the interstate service roads; 
widening and beautifi cation of Main Street near IH 35; 
widening of IH 35; and the beginnings of the truck bypass 
from south Buda.

However, the Master Transportation Plan was limited in 
scope.  It only covered the area’s arterial network, much of 
which Buda does not have any control over.  It also does not 
address the local street network and connectivity of the local 
network.  Moreover, it does not address alternative modes 
of transportation, such as walking, bicycling, or opportunities 
for mass transit.  However, the City’s capital improvements 
program does include funding to repair the existing 
infrastructure.
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A NEW PHILOSOPHY FOR TRANSPORTATION
In accordance with the guiding values of the community, the 
vision for transportation in Buda is a system that balances 
driving, walking, bicycling, and mass transit, and is designed 
in a manner that respects and enhances the character of 
Buda.  

Transportation plays a critical role in guiding development, 
supporting land uses, and defi ning the character of an area.  
Roads are the most pervasive public space of a community 
- where people encounter and commerce exchanges.  The 
design of streets should go beyond that of traffi c engineering.  
Streets should be looked at as a “place” and given careful 
thought to the design of it as a place people experience, 
rather than just travel through.  

To accomplish this, Buda 2030 recommends the incorporation 
of two transportation policies for planning and designing 
roads in and around Buda: context sensitive solutions and 
complete streets.  These policies are intended to guide 
planning and design efforts to achieve a transportation 
system that meets the goals of the community and Buda 
2030.  They instill a philosophy of designing streets in a way 
of meeting other goals and values of the community.  Instead 
of designing streets solely for the quick movement of the 
vehicle, streets are designed with character that refl ects the 
surrounding area, and they are designed to make walking 
and bicycling safer in order to have transportation options, 
improve health among adults and kids, and increase activity 
along streets to make Buda a great place to live.  This means 
you might have some vehicle congestion at certain peak hours, 
but the pay off is you don’t sacrifi ce the quality of life and 
unique character of Buda.

“In the United States, from 25 to 35 percent of a city’s developed land is 
likely to be in the public rights-of-way, mostly in streets...If we can develop and 
design streets so that they are wonderful, fulfi lling places to be – community-
building places, attractive for all people – then we will have successfully 
designed about one-third of the city directly and will have had an immense 
impact on the rest.”

~Alan Jacobs, Great Streets, p. 6
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Context Sensitive Solutions
Context Sensitive Solution (CSS) refers to an interdisciplinary 
approach to design a transportation facility that is 
sensitive to community values.  The policy dictates fl exible 
roadway and development standards so that these facilities 
can respond to and be developed in harmony with the 
surrounding economic, social, and environmental context.  

Many communities have learned that designing places 
around the automobile diminishes the quality of life of a 
community, not enhances it.  A context sensitive solution 
approach results in roadways that protect and refl ect the 
environmental, scenic, aesthetic, historic, and cultural values 
of the community while also improving or maintaining safety 
and mobility for roadway users.

Context sensitive solutions is used regularly with highway 
design and is a policy of the Texas Department of 
Transportation.  Using the CSS approach with highway 
design helps alleviate the impact large roads have on the 
natural and human environment.  

Complete Streets
Complete streets are those that provide safe access for 
all users - pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, and public 
transportation users of all ages and abilities are able to 
safely move along and across a complete street.  

This policy will result in a transportation system designed 
with all users in mind.  Benefi ts of complete streets include:
* More effi cient streets that increase the overall capacity 

of the transportation network. 
* Safer streets for walking and bicycling
* A healthier community by encouraging walking and 

bicycling.  
* Encouraging Buda’s youth to walk and bicycle to school, 

a key strategy to keep kids active and healthy.  
* Families will enjoy lower transportation costs by 

expanding and enabling choices in transportation.

Image Source: pedbikeimages.org / Dan Burden

Image Source: pedbikeimages.org/Tiffany Robinson

Image Source: fl ickr.com, Complete Streets 
photostream, Photo: Charmeck.org 

Image Source: fl ickr.com, Complete Streets 
photostream 

Image Source: pedbikeimages.org / Dan BurdenImage Source: contextsensitivesolutions.org
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ISSUES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND FINDINGS
Field work observations, meetings with City staff and other 
stakeholders, and public comment through the public workshop 
and mail out survey identifi ed a number of problems with 
the current transportation network.  Among those that were 
repeated include:

Concern over increasing congestion and 
a need to maintain roadway capacity as 
growth occurs.  
There are two primary sources of congestion in Buda: (1) the 
residents and employees of Buda, both commuting in/out 
of Buda or within Buda; and (2) commuters between Austin 
and communities around Buda.  There is little Buda can do 
for traffi c generated by those not coming to or from Buda 
(the latter); however, there are a variety of solutions to help 
alleviate congestion caused by residents and employers of 
Buda.  For example, supporting a park and ride station in 
Buda that provides a convenient commute option to residents 
of Buda and the surrounding communities will help alleviate 
the congestion along IH 35 among commuters to Austin or San 
Marcos.  Furthermore, providing safe facilities for walking 
and bicycling will give residents more options for making short 
trips within the City, rather than adding to the congestion.

Need for facilities for walking and 
bicycling.  
Bicycling and walking are not only important as a way to 
encourage fi tness and health among residents, they are also 
valid modes of transportation to get between destinations.  
As discussed above, there is an opportunity to improve 
the environment for walking and bicycling in Buda for 
transportation purposes (beyond exercise).  However, in order 
to encourage these trips, properly designed facilities need to 
be installed that connect origins and destinations.  

Lack of  connectivity between 
neighborhoods.  
Connectivity is both a congestion as well as a mode-choice 
concern.  Without connectivity, all cars must funnel to the same 
street, causing back up and congestion on that one street. 
With increased connectivity, people have choices in their route, 
distributing traffi c and reducing congestion in one location.  

Moreover, lack of connectivity is often a deterrent to walking 
and bicycling.  More direct routes are shorter routes, and, 
therefore, more appealing for walking or bicycling.  By 
making these pedestrian or bicycle connections, residents will 
have a more viable option to walk or bike to their destination 
rather than drive. 

Truck traffi c and excessive congestion in 
downtown Buda.  
In Buda, there is only one east/west route that makes the 
connection from IH 35 to FM 1626, and that route - FM 967 
- runs right through the heart of Buda.  While downtowns 
typically thrive off congestion, if that traffi c is not destined 
for downtown then it tends to have a negative effect on the 
pedestrian environment of downtown.  

One of the most detrimental sources of downtown Buda’s 
congestion is the heavy truck traffi c, which severely impacts 
the character and pedestrian-friendliness of downtown.  The 
vitality of downtown is largely dependent on re-routing this 
truck traffi c away from downtown and along the bypass.  
Completion of the by-pass to FM 1626 is a critical solution to 
getting trucks permanently out of downtown Buda.

Need for public transportation options.
In order to create a comprehensive multi-modal transportation 
system, mass public transit options must be considered as a 
key element of Buda’s transportation system.  While Buda 
alone may not have the critical mass necessary to support a 
bus system within the City, there is a need for public transit for 
commuting purposes.  There are many opportunities to expand 
public transportation in Buda to connect to the surrounding 
communities in Central Texas.
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TRANSPORTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Goal Statement
Buda has a transportation system that meets current needs and anticipated growth 
that balances transportation options including driving, walking, bicycling, and mass 
transit, and that is designed in a manner that respects and enhances the character of 
Buda.

Objective T-1 Plan roadway improvements for existing conditions and future 
demand.

One of the most insistent and frequently heard comments that came out of the planning process and public input was a 
need to manage traffi c and address congestion issues as Buda grows.  This includes both current congestion issues in certain 
locations as well as a need to plan ahead for the increase in traffi c that accompanies the anticipated growth.  From the 
citizen mail-out survey, the number one issue in Buda is transportation.  

Based on responses from the citizen survey, residents are primarily unsatisfi ed with traffi c management and rated it among 
one of the most needed and important issues for improvement.  Furthermore, at the fi rst public workshop, citizens felt that 
traffi c congestion and the transportation network was among the most important challenges the comprehensive plan and the 
City needs to address as the community grows.  

Action T-1.1  Adopt a Complete Streets policy and a Context Sensitive Solution policy to 
institutionalize a new philosophy for transportation planning and design to achieve a 
transportation system that meets the goals of the community and Buda 2030.
These policies should be adopted immediately so that they guide future transportation planning and design 
efforts.  As discussed earlier, a complete streets policy will require that roadways are designed for all road users 
of all ages and of all abilities - including  vehicles, pedestrians, bicyclists, citizens with disabilities, and transit 
users.  Context sensitive solutions is an approach whereby the design of a transportation facility responds to the 
environmental, social, and economic context of the surrounding area, minimizing the impact it has on the human and 
natural environment. 

Action T-1.2  Update the Transportation Master Plan.
The Transportation Master Plan was last updated 6 years ago, and it is due for a new update.  This update should 
refl ect the goals and objectives outlined in this master plan, including addressing concepts of complete streets and 
context sensitive solutions.    
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Action T-1.3  Develop design guidelines for all street functions in Buda.
As a component of the Transportation Master Plan, street cross sections and design guidelines should be created for 
all street functions in Buda.  Design guidelines of streets should emphasize the character of the roadway as much as it 
addresses access and mobility, including guidelines for landscaping, streetscaping, and how buildings should relate to 
the street.

Objective T-2 Create a well-connected street network to improve 
connectivity throughout Buda.

Connectivity refers to how well the roadway networks connect to origins and destinations - measured both in directness and in 
the availability of options.  A well-connected network has many short links, numerous intersections, and minimal dead ends.  As 
connectivity increases, travel distances decrease and route options increase, allowing more direct travel between destinations.   
The traditional approach to transportation planning utilizing the standard arterial/collector/local hierarchy of streets tends to 
result in low-connectivity networks.  In this system, mobility is emphasized by accommodating higher traffi c volumes and speeds 
on fewer roads.  On the other hand, an approach that promotes connectivity emphasizes accessibility by accommodating more 
direct travel with traffi c dispersed over more roads.

Connectivity can operate at various scales: within neighborhoods; between neighborhoods or groups of neighborhoods; across 
and throughout the city; and at the regional level between communities and cities.  This objective addresses connectivity at all 
scales - locally to regionally - and increasing it to achieve the desired goals of the Buda community.

Action T-2.1  Support the development of State Highway 45 West and promote connections to 
the corridor.
In order to promote access to the western portion of Buda, support the development of SH 45 West.  This 
corridor, which extends from the end of MoPac to IH 35, will provide a more direct and convenient connection to 
neighborhoods in western Buda, alleviating congestion along IH 35, through downtown Buda, and along FM 967.   
While not directly in the City of Buda jurisdiction or ETJ, this roadway will have positive impacts on Buda for regional 
connectivity and open doors for economic activity.

Action T-2.2  Improve connectivity of the arterial network to provide better east-west cross-
town access.
As illustrated earlier, Buda’s arterial network is limited to the rural farm roads that extend out from downtown Buda.  
The lack of connectivity is one reason for congestion on these arterials.  With a limited number of arterials there 
is heavy traffi c pressure on these few arterials.  However, simply widening these roads is not always the desirable 
option - it threatens the character of the area and ultimately only leads to more traffi c being carried on the street.
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Instead, more options among the arterial network need to be created.  Cross-town access to the west, between 
IH 35 and FM 1626 is limited to FM 967 and FM 2770.  FM 2770 accesses the industrial area of Buda and has 
historically carried mostly truck traffi c while FM 967 accesses nearly all of the residential area in the western 
portions of Buda.  Moreover, the arterial network converges in downtown, creating a lot of traffi c congestion.  
However, this traffi c isn’t destined for downtown; rather it’s passing through, creating congestion that serves no 
benefi t to the businesses, and only compromises the quaint environment and pedestrian-friendliness for those who 
are visiting downtown.  The thru-truck traffi c also passes through downtown Buda, and one of the only solutions to 
permanently removing truck traffi c from downtown Buda is to complete the truck bypass to FM 1626.

Access to the east is just as dismal, but hasn’t been discovered because the growth hasn’t been as intense in this 
area.  However, growth pressures in the near future will change that, and the sole arterial from IH 35 heading 
east - FM 2001 - will need to be supplemented with other arterial routes.  As the area east of IH 35 grows, ensure 
adequate access to areas of Buda east of IH 35, ensuring strong connections over or under the Interstate corridor 
so that the freeway doesn’t “divide” the city.

Action T-2.3  Develop on/off ramps from IH 35 to access the truck bypass (Robert S. Light 
Blvd).
A truck bypass is being constructed to divert truck traffi c away from downtown Buda.  The fi rst leg of the truck 
bypass, Robert S. Light, extending from IH 35 to S Main Street was completed since 2001.  At the time Buda 2030 
was created, the overpass at IH 35 was under construction and nearing completion.  However, there are no direct 
access ramps between the Interstate and this truck bypass.  So in order for the trucks to access the bypass, it will 
create truck congestion at the previous intersections, including FM 2001/Cabela’s Drive and Windy Hill Rd.  See 
also Action EG-1.5.

Action T-2.4  Improve the connectivity of existing neighborhoods by constructing 
additional vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian connections between established and future 
neighborhoods.
A well-connected transportation system reduces congestion along major streets, is friendlier to pedestrians and 
bicyclists, facilitates alternative transportation, and leads to higher levels of physical activity.  There are many 
opportunities in existing neighborhoods to improve connectivity of the transportation network by constructing 
additional vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian connections within and between established neighborhoods and the 
greater transportation network.  Solutions include extending stub-out streets to connect to nearby streets as well as 
installing multi-use paths between cul-de-sacs or between streets along long blocks.  Installing multi-use paths will 
only improve the connectivity of the pedestrian/bicycle system.  Aim for improving the connectivity ratio with these 
improvements (see Action T-2.5).

A well connected street system (top) creates 
options and makes connections between 
destinations shorter and more accessible and 
convenient for pedestrian and bicycle trips.  
Disconnected systems force traffi c to congest 
on the few arterials and makes it diffi cult for 
pedestrians and bicyclists.

Source: Pedestrian and Bicycle Information 
Center, Safe Routes to School Guide
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Action T-2.5  Review and amend the UDC where necessary to require street, pedestrian, and 
bicycle connections between neighborhoods.
In addition to committing funds to make improvements in existing neighborhoods and developments, the City needs to 
amend the development regulations to include street connectivity requirements for future subdivisions.  Connectivity 
requirements are often measured in two ways: the internal connectivity of the transportation network (internal to a site 
or subdivision), and the external accessibility of the site or subdivision.  

Connectivity of a development’s internal street system is measured 
by the ratio of links to nodes.  A link includes any portion of a street, 
defi ned by a node at either end.  Stub-outs are typically considered 
links, and divided entrances (those with a median) are considered 
one link.  Nodes include the end of a street or where two or more 
streets intersect.  Sharp curves in a street are also considered nodes.  
The image to the right, from Durham, NC’s Unifi ed Development 
Ordinance, illustrates this concept.   Durham has established a targeted 
connectivity ratio of 1.4.  

External access refers to the connection of the neighborhood or 
development to other neighborhoods or developments or to the 
larger street network.  Improving external access not only improves 
the connectivity of a development, but improving external access 
to several developments will improve connectivity across the Buda 
community.  External access requirements establish the points of access 
to the subdivision or development, typically based on the number of 
units or the level of trip generation of the development.

Connectivity of the pedestrian and bicycle system needs to be given 
special attention in order to promote these forms of transportation.  
While the street network does constitute a place people can walk 
and ride their bicycle, trails and multi-use paths supplement the street 
network, and help to improve the connectivity of an area for walking and bicycling.  To promote highly walkable 
and bikable neighborhoods, establish higher internal and external connectivity standards for pedestrian and bicycle 
travel.

Illustrative example of  how to calculate the connectivity ratio of  a 
subdivision’s street network.
Source: Durham, NC Unifi ed Development Ordinance, p. 13-7
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Objective T-3 Pursue and encourage traffi c management techniques 
throughout the City of Buda.

With an increase in traffi c and a growing transportation network, traffi c management techniques must be expanded as 
well - not only the use of them, but the toolbox of traffi c management available to Buda.  Traffi c management should be 
considered when planning for streets, including access to properties and developments, collection and management of 
traffi c data, and the use and maintenance of physical infrastructure.

Action T-3.1  Utilize traffi c calming techniques where necessary to ensure resident safety 
and maintain appropriate traffi c volumes and speeds.
Among the criticisms against a connected street system is that when traffi c gets dispersed among other streets, it 
causes through traffi c and impacts the noise and safety of a street.  Therefore, cul-de-sacs tend to be preferred 
because there is less traffi c and they are safer for children.  Traffi c calming is a technique to reinforce the 
residential nature of specifi c roadways and combat this issue.    

As a component of this action, the City must continually monitor traffi c volumes and speeds.  Where excessive 
volumes or speeds occur, traffi c calming measures help address these issues.  

Action T-3.2  Maintain physical elements of the transportation infrastructure.
Most municipal agencies prefer to schedule routine repairs and inspections instead of patching and repairing on an 
as-need basis.  A schedule for inspection, cleaning, and street repairs will enable city personnel to effi ciently use 
limited resources.  The expectancy of regularly scheduling of the repairs will also be appreciated by concerned 
citizenry.  Regularly scheduled maintenance activities should include:
* street sweeping
* roadway resurfacing and patching
* effective signage and markings
* intersection signal installation and timing
* police enforcement

Action T-3.3  Continually monitor traffi c conditions and address where needed.
As a general component of traffi c management, the City must continually and regularly monitor traffi c congestion, 
volumes, and speeds, and where excessive characteristics occur, utilize the various management techniques 
identifi ed here.  Below is a brief discussion of different traffi c management issues and methods for monitoring the 
traffi c conditions.  However, there are a wide range of possible solutions; utilize solutions that achieve the desired 

de•fined
traffi c calming

Traffi c calming devices 
address problems of 
speeding and/or high 
volumes of cut through traffi c 
on specifi c streets.  They are 
self-enforcing, cost effective 
measures that can include 
aesthetic improvements to a 
roadway.

~ITE, Traffi c Calming: State of 
the Practice
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goals for transportation and other elements of Buda 2030.  

Congestion Management - Congestion can be caused by any number of reasons - the timing of signals, poor access 
management, and generally just an increase in traffi c volumes.  Periodically monitor known congestion locations and 
the levels of congestion.  Evaluate the causes of the congestion and identify the proper solution to alleviate and 
manage it.

Speed Management - Speeding can be either an enforcement issue or design issue.  For example, sometimes 
speeding is an issue because a few motorists aren’t following the speed limit.  Other times, the design of a road 
allows higher travel speeds.  In theory, drivers will only drive as fast as they are comfortable, which is infl uenced by 
the design of the roadway, such as width, visibility, and other things affecting the perception of risk.  By monitoring 
corridors with known speeding issues, the City will be able to determine whether speed is an enforcement issue 
(with few drivers breaking the law), or a design issue where the majority of drivers are guilty of speeding.  This will 
determine whether adjustments to the design of the roadway is needed to manage the speed.

Volume Management - Also, maintain a database of traffi c counts on the City’s arterial network.  This can be 
accomplished by outsourcing this task to a traffi c data collection company, or the City could purchase traffi c counters.  
Conduct annual traffi c counts on the city’s arterials.  Additionally, for streets with new connections, conduct a before/
after study of the traffi c counts to measure induced traffi c because of the improved access.  If traffi c counts become 
excessive, utilize traffi c calming to alleviate the impact of the induced traffi c.  

Objective T-4 Explore public transportation opportunities to improve 
commuting to Austin and San Marcos.

In order to address the realities of congestion and rising cost of driving due to the cost of gas, a city needs to give its residents 
and employees options in how they are able to get around Buda and Central Texas - including mass transit options.  Moreover, 
as people age, isolation becomes a growing problem, and access and mobility become a critical need.  For older Buda 
residents, reliable transportation options are essential to allow them to live independently, to access the medical and social 
services they need, and to simply have contact with the outside world and be a part of the community.  Planning for future 
public transportation should be a key part of Buda’s transportation system.  

Action T-4.1  Partner with Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO), 
Capital Area Rural Transportation System (CARTS), Capital Metropolitan Transit Authority 
(Capital Metro), and Lonestar Rail (LSTAR) to capitalize on opportunities to expand regional 
public transit systems that may impact Buda. 
There are other opportunities to expand public transportation in and around Buda that are currently not available 
to the city, including enhancing and expanding the existing CARTS system; connecting to Austin’s bus system; and 
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planning for connections to the proposed LSTAR commuter rail line. Stay engaged in a conversation with these 
agencies to stay informed of the progress and opportunities to expand the regional public transportation system to 
include Buda.

Action T-4.2  Work with CARTS to evaluate the potential to start a fi xed route CARTS 
Around Town system in Buda.  
The City of Buda currently participates  in the Capital Area Rural Transit System (CARTS), which provides a variety 
of bus services including curb-to-curb bus transit between neighboring communities, and local fi xed-route bus 
service (CARTS Around Town) within a community.  Curb-to-curb service in Buda connects to Austin, San Antonio, 
and San Marcos.  However, the departure from and return times to Buda do not work well for regular commuters.  
Rather, this service works best for a scheduled trip at a defi ned time, within the route schedule limits.  

A CARTS Around Town service may work for Buda to provide transit options throughout the community.  Currently, 
Bastrop and San Marcos are the only two cities in the Central Texas region that use CARTS Around Town (the fi xed 
route community bus service).  Work with CARTS to evaluate the demand and feasibility for this system in Buda.  If 
feasible, begin the process with CARTS to plan the system to best serve the residents, as well as to interface with 
other transit opportunities, such as a park and ride station or access to a commuter rail transit station.  

Action T-4.3  Work with Capital Metro to establish a park & ride station in Buda that 
provides regularly scheduled commuter service to Austin and San Marcos.
Capital Metro has a number of Park and Ride Centers throughout Travis County and southern Williamson County 
that serves the communities surrounding Austin, connecting the residents of these areas to The University of Texas 
at Austin, the Capitol Complex, downtown Austin, as well as the entire Capital Metro fi xed route system.  The bus 
service from these Park and Ride locations have helped alleviate congestion pressures, and give residents in these 
areas an alternative to driving alone and sitting for numerous unproductive hours in traffi c.     

In 2008, Hays County and Capital Metro engaged in conversations to extend service beyond the current service 
boundaries and has requested Peak Express service from a Park and Ride location in either Kyle or Buda or both.  
According to the Capital Metro Service Expansion Policy, Capital Metro also has plans for a future park and 
ride at IH 35 and SH 45.  The document states that a new express route could potentially operate initially from 
the Cabela’s shopping center until a more permanent facility is built.  Having an interim location would also help 
Capital Metro gauge what level of ridership can be expected as well as necessary space for parking so they 
can better plan for the permanent facility in the area.  Hays County and possibly Buda would be responsible for 
assisting with the planning and capital costs of installation, including portions of site preparation and negotiating 
lease agreements at the interim location.  All improvements and maintenance would be completed by Capital 
Metro.  
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Buda should strongly support the efforts to establish a park and ride center in Buda to serve its residents.  This center 
could be a signifi cant economic development generator, and the city should make signifi cant effort to identify a 
location and support the development of it.  This station would be ideally located near or in the regional or one of 
the community nodes (see Chapter 6, Future Land Development Plan).  

Action T-4.4  As progress moves forward for the LSTAR Commuter Rail Line from San Antonio 
to Austin, identify opportunities to establish a bus connection to the nearest station, and/or 
establish a local train stop in Buda and incorporate into downtown Buda.
Finally, a regional commuter rail line is proposed for central and south central Texas, providing access to several 
communities  between Georgetown and San Antonio.  The closest planned station on this line is in Kyle.  The 
opportunity to have a stop in Buda is passed; however, there is a desire and ability to plan for connections from Buda 
to the station in Kyle.  Over the next several years, the LSTAR organization will be producing more defi nitive plans for 
the initial schedule and stops along the corridor.  Buda should be engaged in this planning process to stay informed of 
the progress of this regional rail corridor and be able to plan accordingly to make connections to it and capitalize on 
its benefi ts.   

Objective T-5 Promote and encourage walking and bicycling as 
transportation alternatives to the automobile.

Like public transit, walking and bicycling must be a valid choice for transportation and incorporated into the larger 
transportation system of Buda.  Many of the actions mentioned previously help make walking and bicycling easier, such 
as creating and following a policy for complete streets, improving connectivity within and between neighborhoods and 
developments, and generally improving the facilities and physical environment for walking and bicycling.

Action T-5.1  Promote the design of buildings, streets, and subdivisions that focus on people 
rather than vehicles.
Buildings are highly infl uential on the physical realm and help shape the character of an area; therefore, Buda’s 
development code must emphasize the design of buildings.  Creating pleasant places to walk and bicycle will 
encourage people to do this more.  This is done primarily through the development requirements in the Unifi ed 
Development Code, and through site plan review discussions with City staff.  A more detailed discussion on various 
regulation types is included in Chapter 6: Future Land Development Plan.
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Action T-5.2  Promote and encourage walking and bicycling as a reasonable means of 
access to schools, parks, and other areas of interest or recreation.
While it may be not be feasible to expect people to walk to work if their job is in Austin or another city, walking to 
local destinations like schools, parks, restaurants, downtown, shopping areas, and even transit centers is highly likely.  
Continue to focus efforts to install sidewalks and bicycle facilities to these destinations.  

Action T-5.3  Continue to coordinate with Hays CISD to establish a Safe Routes to School 
Program.  Where necessary, create Safe Routes to School Plans for each elementary and 
middle school in Buda’s city limits or ETJ boundary.
Our growing reliance on the vehicle has impacted how children get to school, resulting in negative consequences 
on the health and safety of our youth.  Walking and bicycling to school is both a transportation as well as a health 
issue.  Schools, particularly elementary and middle schools, account for 20% to 25% of the congestion in morning 
rush hour traffi c.1  Nationally, nearly 17% of children aged 2 to 19 are considered obese.2  

Making walking and bicycling a safe and viable option for children is more than having the proper infrastructure 
- although that is extremely  important.  It also includes promotion and education programs to encourage children 
and families to walk and ride their bike to school.  

In 2010, the City received a $500,000 grant from TXDOT to construct sidewalks, hike and bike trails, and a 
pedestrian bridge around and connecting to Buda Elementary, Tom Green Elementary, Elm Grove Elementary, 
and Dahlstrom Middle School.  The City submitted the application, and has 3 years to begin construction on these 
projects from July 20, 2010.  Continue to work with Hays CISD to install the necessary facilities and promote these 
programs to their students and families to making walking and bicycling a safe alternative to driving to school.

Action T-5.4  Establish higher standards of developing and installing bicycle and pedestrian 
facilities in node developments.
The Future Land Development Plan (described in more detail in Chapter 6) identifi es nodes of dense, mixed use 
developments.  In these developments, walking and bicycling are the preferred mode of transportation within the 
node.  Because of this, bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be installed to the greatest extent possible, and 
designed at the highest standard.    

1 National Highway Transportation Administration, referenced in National Center for Safe Routes to School.  Accessed 2011 May 26 from http://www.
saferoutesinfo.org/program-tools/what-percentage-morning-traffi c-congestion-caused-children-being-driven-school

2 Ogden and Carroll. 2010. Prevalence of Obesity Among Children and Adolescents. Accessed 2011 May 26 from http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/
hestat/obesity_child_07_08/obesity_child_07_08.htm
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Action T-5.5  Develop a Central Texas biking center to promote bicycling in Buda and 
throughout the Hill Country that provides education on bicycling in Central Texas, and touring 
programs to encourage and educate new bicyclists.
A bicycling center in Buda is not only a great economic development opportunity; it is also an opportunity to expand 
education and promotional programming to potential bicyclists in Buda.  Work with Central Texas bicycle advocacy 
groups to create a bicycling center that promotes bicycling as a means of transportation and recreation, and also 
provides education programs for bicycling.

Action T-5.6  Identify opportunities to provide and require pedestrian and bicycle connections 
within and between established neighborhoods.
As discussed earlier, making a community more walkable and bikable is highly dependent on the connectivity of 
a community.  Action T-2.5 discusses establishing connectivity requirements for neighborhoods.  Connectivity of the 
pedestrian and bicycle system needs to be given special attention in order to promote these forms of transportation.

In addition, there are many opportunities where the City can initiate improvements to the connectivity of the bicycle 
and pedestrian network by constructing walkways and pedestrian paths that break up long blocks, or connect two 
cul-de-sacs, or sidewalks along busy roads.  Identify these needs and commit funds to install facilities to 
improve the environment for walking and bicycling.

Action T-5.7  Install bicycle facilities along major collectors and arterials throughout 
Buda.  Utilize the City of Austin’s Transportation Design Manual and Bicycle Master 
Plan, and other appropriate documents to identify proper facility type and design to 
accommodate bicycles.
Currently, Buda’s Unifi ed Development Code identifi es the Austin Transportation Design Manual as the 
regulating guidelines for designing bicycle facilities.  Continue to enforce these requirements in new 
developments.  

In order to increase bicycling in Buda, the proper facilities need to be installed.  This can include off-
road multi-use paths as well as on-street bicycle facilities such as bicycle lanes, wide shoulders, and 
other innovative “on-street” designs for bicycle facilities.  There are currently no on-street bicycle 
facilities in Buda, yet there are many streets that can be retrofi tted to install bicycle facilities to promote 
the activity.  As a component of the Transportation Master Plan, identify a bicycle network and utilize 
Austin’s Transportation Design Manual and Bicycle Master Plan for proper facility types and design to 
accommodate bicycles on existing streets.  Following adoption of an updated Transportation Master Plan, 
commit funds to install bicycle facilities on existing streets. 

Extend sidewalks along Main Street 
to facilitate walking.
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Action T-5.8  Establish development requirements for all new developments requiring 
bicycle and pedestrian facilities along collectors and arterials.  Utilize the City of Austin’s 
Land Development Regulations as a guide to establish these standards.
Currently, Buda’s Unifi ed Development Code identifi es the City of Austin’s Land Development Regulations and 
Transportation Design Manual as the regulating guidelines for installing bicycle facilities on new roads.  Continue to 
enforce these requirements in new developments.  

Action T-5.9 Amend UDC to establish design standards for new commercial developments 
that address pedestrian access in parking lot design.
More consideration for pedestrians need to be given in the design of parking lots.  Although parking lots primarily 
serve the automobile, they create confl icts for pedestrians who need to access the building.  Parking lots tend to 
be a pedestrian-unfriendly design, forcing pedestrians to walk across lengthy lots and dodge cars driving up and 
down parking aisles.   Separate pedestrian facilities should be constructed to facilitate navigation through the 
parking lot to the building entrance.  

Moreover, the design of the site often fails to take into consideration people walking in from the street.  When 
possible, buildings should be sited near the roadway, rather than deparated from it with a massive parking lot.  
See Chapter 6: Future Land Development Plan for a more detailed discussion on regulating site design.

Action T-5.10  Develop sidewalk and trail standards that can accommodate a variety of 
users.
Trails and sidewalks need to be able to accommodate many types of users, including walkers, joggers, people 
with baby strollers, and citizens with disabilities.  There are a variety of publications that outline different design 
guidelines for developing multi-use trails and sidewalks.  In all cases, the design of a facility must adhere to the 
Texas requirements for ADA accessibility.

Action T-5.11  Provide neighborhood connections to the citywide trail system.
As a trail system is developed throughout Buda, it will be an important component of providing pedestrian and 
bicycle connectivity across the City.  To promote its use, ensure that neighborhoods have access by providing direct 
connections to the trails.


